Options Available

Typical C-Rail System
GENERAL LAYOUT • DEFINITIONS • DESCRIPTIONS • TERMS • SYMBOLS
SYSTEM IN STORED POSITION Flat cable shown. Round cable/hose similar.
MINIMUM STORAGE DISTANCE (SD)
Horizontal area required for storing system when
fully retracted (loop depth is at maximum).

1. Other Wheel Materials

TOTAL SYSTEM LENGTH (SL)
Equal to total RAIL LENGTH (RL).

SL = RL
SD

Options are available for most typical festoon requirements and many truly special situations. These
pages list a few of the most commonly requested options. If you don’t see what you need, JUST CALL!

AT

Wheel materials are listed on each system series “spread” (i.e. Series C50-F on page 18) by specific item.

ACTIVE TRAVEL DISTANCE (AT)
Maximum distance first moving carrier (Tow Trolley or
Control Unit Trolley) moves from fully stored position to
fully extended. Usable length of system.

2.

Stainless Steel Hardware
Available on all series as noted on series spread.
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LOOP DEPTH (LD)
Distance from top of C-rail track
to bottom of cable loops.

3.

CLEARANCE
Minimum 5" clearance should be maintained
between bottom of loops and any fixed
obstructions in total system length.

FIXED
END (FE)

MOVING
END (ME)

STANDARD FINISH
Standard Gleason finish is thermoset polyester powder coating. Independent laboratory salt spray test result indicate our
standard finish shows no sign of corrosion at 288 hours vs. hot-dipped galvanized finish, which failed at 168 hours under
identical conditions. Standard color is “safety orange”.

5.0" Min.

OTHER FINISHES

SYSTEM IN EXTENDED POSITION Flat cable shown. Round cable/hose similar.

C-RAIL
Roll formed galvanized steel track
sections support
entire system
weight.

INTERMEDIATE TROLLEY
Traveling assembly to which the
saddle is attached. Sized according to your input. Computer figures
number required.
TOW CHAINS
Steel chain towing connection between trolleys which
transmit pulling forces as
system extends.

RUNNING GEAR
Wheels carrying trolleys.
Selection based upon your
input–weight carried, speed
and acceleration of system
and special environmental or
other wear considerations.

HANGER BRACKET
Supports rail from ceiling or other overhead
members. Places evenly
along system.

COUPLER
Joins two sections of C-Trak.
Side adjustable for precise
alignment.

END STOP
Secured inside E-Trak.
Prevents control unit trolley from overtraveling.

TOW TROLLEY
Traveling trolley linked with
moving machine. Includes
cable saddle or clip.

4.

Curved Festoon Systems

5. Non-standard Designs
CABLE(S)
Flat or round.

END CLAMP
Solid attachment point
for cable at fixed end of CABLE SADDLE
system. One per system. Standard for all trolleys,
this surface determines
EXTRA CABLE-FIXED END (FC) radius for cable. Saddle
Cable required to reach from end radius of must match or
exceed cable’s minimum
clamp to junction box (FB).
bend radius

CABLE CLAMP, SADDLE
Standard on all trolleys, clamp
contains and secures
cables/hoses to cable saddle.

Non-standard designs are available to meet your
application requirements. Contact us with specification
details.
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CABLE CLAMP, LOOP
Clamp used at bottom of loop
organizes cables and prevents
cable “thrashing” when cable
package consists of more than
one cable.

6.

CONTROL TROLLEY UNIT
Pre-engineered unit includes
two rolling trolleys supporting
E-rail section which holds
junction box and end clamp.
Ideal for supporting
pendant stations (extra).

Pre-assembly and Shipping Frame

Your system will be shipped to you mounted on a shipping frame which is
designed to allow your installation crew to transfer the components directly
onto your C-Rail.

MOVING CABLE
TERMINATION (MB)
OPTIONAL – See
“fixed termination”, left.

FC-2

Heavy duty festoon system modified for travel on a curved I-beam. Note
two additional saddles on each trolley to handle large number of cables.

Gleason offers complete factory pre-assembly of your festoon system.
Experienced personnel will assemble all of the system components into their
proper operating relationships. This reduces on-site installation time costs and
possible installer confusion.

EXTRA CABLEMOVING END (MC)
Cable required to
reach from tow trolley
to junction box (MB).

END CLAMP
One supplied on each
control unit trolley.
CABLE GLANDS
Ordered separately, per
number of cables coming into junction box.
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Other finishes may be specified to suit unique conditions. When specifying other finishes, please provide detailed
specifications, as finishes tend to be a localized matter to satisfy local conditions. For example, inland suppliers
may not easily identify coastal spec, etc.

Festoon systems for curved applications require special
attention. Please contact us with your specific need.
See photo at right.
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FIXED CABLE
TERMINATION (FB)
Junction box (terminal strips optional).

Finishes

USA

USA

FC-2

Spec-Tech Industrial Electric - www.spectechind.com - 888-773-2823
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